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HISTORIC DETERMINATION PROCESS – Flowchart
1
Is it a slot series?
(at least 5 slots allocated on the same day of
operation and with the same ID)

NO

YES

2

3

11

When all
fragments/periods for a
certain slot time have
been analyzed, then next
slot time is processed

Does it comply with the 80 / 20 rule?
(All slots with same ID, despite the different slot
times)
( F.OK / F.OK + CAN + MIS >= 0.8 )

NO

YES

HISTORIC IS NOT GRANTED
for that group of slots (.NP) /
slot series (.N80 or .MU)

ITERATIVE PROCESS
For each slot time within the same slot series
(i.e. same ID), an iterative process is triggered.
Conditions:
Slot time for at least 5 dates
Slot time of less than 5 dates can be
grouped together with other of 5 dates
minimum if within +/- 1 slot distance

HISTORIC IS NOT GRANTED
for that slot time of the series
(.NP)

4
Slot time with 5+ dates?
NO

YES

5

ITERATIVE PROCESS
For each fragment/period,
until no more remains

6

10

NO
Fragment with 5+ dates?

Period is split in two by
the longest consecutive
BDL-DT-NC period.

YES

7
F.OK / F.OK + CAN + MIS + BDL + DT + NC >= 0.8?
Calculation made between the first and last date for
that particular slot time

The two remaining parts
are analyzed separately

NO

YES
YES

8
BDL + DT + NC >= 5
consecutive?

9
BDL + DT + NC = 0?
NO

NO

HISTORIC IS GRANTED
(for that slot time
and for the whole period
between first-last date)

YES

F.OK = flights correctly operated CAN = cancellations after HBD MIS = Slot Misuses (i.e. intentional)
BDL = cancellations before HBD DT = dates with different slot times from the analyzed one
NC = no coordinated dates

